And we’ve been perfecting THAT PROMISE EVER SINCE.

Enduring legacy. Unparalleled performance. Timeless design. Whatever has led you to Dacor, know that every 21st century creative tool we produce is backed by more than just our industry-best warranty and elite service program. Every Dacor product is supported by over 50 years of innovation heritage. The first-ever downdraft ventilation. The 30” pure convection wall oven. With inventive materials, leading-edge technologies, and boundary pushing product design all paired with an artisan’s touch, Dacor innovations have revolutionized the modern kitchen. When you bring a Dacor appliance into your home, you’re not just adding progressive style and the most intuitive technology to your kitchen. You’re joining in an inspired lineage of chefs, architects, and designers who have boldly reimagined the way we live and entertain.

LET THE SHOW BEGIN.
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AN INSPIRED BRAND OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

EXPECT MORE.

When you invest in luxury, extraordinary service should be a given. At Dacor, we set out to honor your trust in us with award-winning service, leading-edge technology, and a commitment to always making your needs our first priority. And while true luxury should always endure, should your Dacor appliance require service, a dedicated personal concierge will support you from claim to complete satisfaction throughout the entire service process.

For claims or questions, contact our support team at 833 35 ELITE (35483) or visit, warranty.dacor.com
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DEMANDS AN INSPIRED BRAND OF SERVICE.

THE LAUDED. AND, THE LARGEST.

Dacor boasts the largest technical field team in the industry. Our award-winning service staff is double the size of our nearest competitor, yes, double meaning your service issue will always be our first priority faster. Our commitment to more: more parts associates; more inventory management associates; more procurement associates, translates to unprecedented support and speed of response, all with a distinctly human touch.

• Dacor’s Elite Service Program has received an A+ rating from the Better Business Bureau every year since 2013.
• Dacor’s Elite Service Program has been awarded the nations top field service partnership award, five years running.

COMPREHENSIVE. AND CUTTING-EDGE.

We stand behind our products with the best warranty in the industry. But if your Dacor appliance requires a replacement part, our advanced logistics technology guarantees parts availability on the same or next day.

For claims or questions, contact our support team at 833 35 ELITE (35483) or visit, warranty.dacor.com
to pair exquisite hand craftsmanship with only the most innovative technology.
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